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Lotito: 'L' Olimpico is insecure '

di Stracca Roberto dal Corriere della Sera del 29-09-2005

"In many years of plastic stages of it I saw many, but then never achieved anything ...». Gianni
Petrucci, president of Coni, chose the presentation of the draft enhancement of the Foro Italico
to respond "to months of criticism and complaints from Claudio Lotito on 'Olympic'. The Coni
reiterated, and then, his no to a new stage of Lazio. "It is common sense - has continued
Petrucci-who says no, not the Cones. Rome has already two stages (Olympic and Flaminio,
editor's note) and there 'is no need for two others. It is not true that viewers have fallen fault of
the stadium, the grounds are others ". Petrucci then recalled in February 2006 as the 'Olympic
will be in good standing with the new rules Cup and has shown the way to be travelled by the
Cones. "We will continue only with Rome, which has Rosella Sensi the right person to guide
society giallorossa. For us it is a pleasure to have alongside Rome, a brand known worldwide.
The reply from the chairman of Lazio has not made wait. "I do not understand the words of
Petrucci," said Claudio Lotito. "What is paying 'Olympic to have then twenty-five thousand
people? L 'Olympic then is not in line with EU standards on safety, is old and has a historical
structure that can not be changed. Only with a multipurpose stadium owned companies are
finally in a position to have significant revenue. The face of Cones' Olympic what they believe is
a problem his, not mine. " In the evening the Coni Services replied, in turn, esternazioni of Lotito
and reiterated in a press release, that 'l' Olympic has the planned inspection, is in an advanced
stage of work on adaptation on the basis of legislation planned by anti Pisanu Decree and, in
the terms envisaged by the decree (by the end of February 2006), are completed all the work
adjustment.  
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